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Attributed tree transducers are abstract models used to study properties
of attribute grammars. One abstraction which occurs when modeling
attribute grammars by attributed tree transducers is that arbitrary trees
over a ranked alphabet are taken as input, instead of derivation trees of a
context-free grammar. In this paper we show that with respect to the
generating power this is not an abstraction; i.e., we show that attributed
tree transducers and attribute grammars generate the same class of term
(or tree) languages. To prove this, a number of results concerning the
generating power of top-down tree transducers are established, which are
interesting in their own. We also show that the classes of output
languages of attributed tree transducers form a hierarchy with respect to
the number of attributes. The latter result is achieved by proving a
hierarchy of classes of tree languages generated by context-free hyper-
graph grammars with respect to their rank. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Attribute grammars were introduced by Knuth in [Knu68] (see also [DJL88])
to model syntax-directed semantics. An attribute grammar can be seen as a device
which translates strings (viz., the strings generated by a context-free string gram-
mar) into values. In fact, every computed value is the interpretation of an expres-
sion (or term). If we drop this interpretation, then an attribute grammar can be
seen as a device which translates strings into terms (or, equivalently trees; in the
following, these two words will be used as synonyms). The term-generating power
of attribute grammars is the class of term languages which are output languages of
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Recently, an interesting result concerning the term-generating power of attribute
grammars has been established; namely, in [EH92] it is shown that context-free
hypergraph grammars (see, e.g., [Hab92, DKH97, Eng97]) have the same term-
generating power as attribute grammars.
In this paper we will show that attributed tree transducers have the same term-
generating power as attribute grammars. Let OUT(AT) denote the class of term
languages generated by attributed tree transducers as output languages. Thus, we
prove that OUT(AG, TERMS)=OUT(AT).
Attributed tree transducers were introduced by Fu lo p in [Fu l81] to model
attribute grammars on a more abstract level. Here, we only consider total deter-
ministic attributed tree transducers and, in particular, this means that every input
tree is translated into exactly one output tree. Let us explain the steps of abstraction
when modeling attribute grammars by attributed tree transducers (see also
[FHVV93] for a discussion on this topic):
(i) instead of taking derivation trees of a context-free grammar as input,
trees over a ranked alphabet are taken as input,
(ii) instead of taking values of some semantic domain as output, trees over
some ranked alphabet are taken as output,
(iii) tree substitution is the only semantic function, and
(iv) with every input symbol all attributes are associated.
The consideration of the term-generating power of attribute grammars only
makes sense after having applied steps (ii) and (iii). Thus, the question is how steps
(i) and (iv) change the term-generating power. Clearly, step (iv) does not change
the term-generating power, because we can simply associate all attributes with
every nonterminal and then assign dummy values to the attributes which were
originally not assigned to a particular nonterminal. This will not change the trans-
formation, because these attributes are not used to produce the output.
Step (i) seems to cause a crucial change with respect to the term-generating
power, in the sense that the generating power decreases, because the many-sorted-
ness of the input tree no longer provides a means to control the generation of terms.
For this reason it is common in the field of syntax-directed translation to take an
arbitrary recognizable tree language as input instead of a set of derivation trees
(cf. [Rou70, ERS80]). Thus, there are two ways of modeling the term-generating
power of attribute grammars by attributed tree transducers, namely, OUT(AT) and
AT(RECOG), where AT(RECOG) is the class of output languages of attributed
tree transducers taking recognizable tree languages as input. In this paper we show
that both of these classes are equal to OUT(AG, TERMS).
Let us discuss the equalities OUT(AT)=OUT(AG, TERMS)=AT(RECOG) in
more detail. The inclusions OUT(AT)OUT(AG, TERMS)AT(RECOG) are
straightforward to prove, whereas the inclusion AT(RECOG)OUT(AT) is more
involved. Namely, for an attributed tree transducer A and a recognizable tree
language L this inclusion means that with respect to the generating power we can
get rid of the recognizable tree language L. A similar result for (partial) top-down
tree transducers is obtained in [ERS80]; i.e., in Theorem 3.2.1 of [ERS80] it is
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shown that T(RECOG)OUT(T ), where T is the class of all (nondeterministic)
top-down tree transductions. This was proved as follows. Let L be a recognizable
tree language and let M be a top-down tree transducer. Then there is a top-down
finite tree automaton M$ which has L as domain. Now a top-down tree transducer
M" is constructed which simulates M and simultaneously checks whether the input
tree is in L by encoding the states of M$ into the states of M".
In the case of attributed tree transducers the construction is more involved,
because the attributed tree transducer A performs a tree walk over the input tree,
i.e., over the output tree of a top-down finite tree automaton M, which has the
recognizable tree language L as domain and output. Ganzinger and Giegerich
[Gan83, Gie88] proposed a technique for the composition of attribute couplings
which are devices similar to attributed tree transducers. It works in such a way that
the right-hand sides of the rules of the first attributed tree transducer are translated
by the second attributed tree transducer. However to apply this technique the first
attributed tree transducer must be syntactic single used restricted (for short, ssur)
which means that in the set of rules of an input symbol every outside attribute is
used exactly once. Also, an attributed tree transducer is total and deterministic,
whereas the top-down finite tree automaton M is in general partial and nondeter-
ministic. Therefore, we must find a class of top-down tree transducers which are
total deterministic and the class of output languages of which includes RECOG. It
turns out that particular total deterministic, superlinear top-down tree transducers,
called semi-relabelings, generate exactly the recognizable tree languages as output
languages. Superlinear means that in all right-hand sides of rules for a given input
symbol each variable occurs at most once. A top-down tree transducer can be seen
as an attributed tree transducer without inherited attributes, where the states of the
top-down tree transducer are the synthesized attributes. Then, the semi-relabelings
are ssur and thus they can be composed with an attributed tree transducer to yield
another attributed tree transducer. The fact that the class of output languages of
semi-relabelings, denoted by OUT(s-T), is equal to RECOG implies in particular
that every recognizable tree language is the output language of a total deterministic,
(super)linear top-down tree transducer. In [Da n96], a similar result was shown,
namely, that the class of output languages of deterministic, superlinear (but partial)
top-down tree transducers is equal to RECOG.
The proof of OUT(s-T)=RECOG proceeds as follows. The inclusion OUT(s-T)
RECOG follows from the fact that RECOG is closed under linear top-down tree
transductions (cf. Corollary IV.6.6 of [GS84]). It remains to show that RECOG
OUT(s-T). Let L be a recognizable tree language and let M be a top-down finite
tree automaton which has L as domain and output. By encoding information into
the input, a deterministic top-down tree transducer M$ is constructed from M
which has L as output. All restrictions of a semi-relabeling are fulfilled by M$,
except for totality. To turn M$ into a semi-relabeling we show the following general
result on the generating power of deterministic top-down tree transducers: the class
of output languages of (partial) deterministic top-down tree transducers is equal to
the class of output languages of total deterministic top-down tree transducers. This
result contributes to the area of output languages of top-down tree transducers (see,
e.g., [Eng75, Eng76, ERS80, Eng82, GS84, Da n96]).
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Next we show in this paper that the classes of output languages of attributed tree
transducers and the classes of output languages of ssur attributed tree transducers
both form hierarchies with respect to the number of attributes. This strengthens a
result of [KV94]. To show this we make use of the equivalence of the term-generating
power of attribute grammars and context-free hypergraph grammars that was
already mentioned above and prove a hierarchy of the classes of tree languages
generated by context-free hypergraph grammars with respect to their rank.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 fixes some notions and notations
used throughout the paper. Top-down tree transducers, attributed tree transducers,
and attribute grammars are defined in Section 3. The results on the generating
power of top-down tree transducers are established in Section 4. The comparison
of the term-generating power of attribute grammars and attributed tree transducers
is given in Section 5. The two hierarchy results are given in Section 6 and finally
Section 7 lists some further research topics.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. General Notations
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N. The empty set is denoted by <.
For j # N, [ j] denotes the set [1, ..., j]; therefore [0]=<. For a set A, the set of
words over A is denoted by A*. The empty word is denoted by =. The power set of
A, denoted by P(A), is the set of all subsets of A. The cardinality of A is denoted
by |A|. For two sets A and B, the set A&B denotes the set [a # A | a  B].
Let f A_B be a relation. The domain of f, denoted by dom( f ), is the set
[a # A | (a, b) # f for some b # B]. The range of f, denoted by ran( f ), is the set
[b # B | (a, b) # f for some a # A]. Let f A_B and gB_C be relations. The
composition f b gA_C is defined by (a, c) # f b g, if a # A, c # C, and there is a b # B
such that (a, b) # f and (b, c) # g. Note that we will view a partial function also as
a relation.
Let OA_A be a binary relation on A. Then, an element a # A is called
irreducible (with respect to O) if there is no a$ # A such that a O a$. If, for b # A,
there is an a # A such that b O *a and a is irreducible, then a is called a normal form
(with respect to O) of b. If there is exactly one normal form of b, then it is denoted
by nf (O, b).
2.2. Ranked Alphabets, Variables, and Trees
A pair (2, rank2) is called ranked alphabet if 2 is a finite set and rank2 : 2  N
is a total function. For every symbol f # 2, the natural number rank2( f ) is called
the rank of f. For every i0, the set 2(i)2 consists of all symbols in 2 that are
of rank i. A ranked alphabet can be specified by either (i) enumerating the finitely
many nonempty subsets 2(i), or by (ii) decorating the symbols of 2 by their unam-
biguous rank (to be precise, by presenting f # 2(n) as f (n)). In this paper we will
mostly use the latter of these methods. Then, it will always be clear from the
context, if we mean a set of symbols or a ranked alphabet, when we are referring
to 2. If, for a ranked alphabet 2, 2=2(1), then 2 is called unary.
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For the rest of this paper we choose the set of variables to be the set
X=[x1 , x2 , ...]. The set [x1 , ..., xk] with k # N is denoted by Xk .
Let S be an arbitrary set and let 2 be a ranked alphabet. The set of trees over
2 indexed by S, denoted by T2(S), is the smallest set T(2 _ S _ [( , ), ,])*, such
that the following holds: (i) ST and (ii) if f # 2(n) with n0 and t1 , ..., tn # T,
then f (t1 , ..., tn) # T. For : # 2(0) we also denote the tree :( ) by :. If S=<, then we
simply write T2 . If S=X, then T2(X) is the set of trees (over 2) with variables.
In the following, let 2 be a ranked alphabet and let S be a set. For every tree
t # T2(S), the set of occurrences (or, nodes) of t, denoted by O(t), is a subset of N*
which is inductively defined as follows: (i) if t=x with x # S, then O(t)=[=] and
(ii) if t= f (t1 , ..., tn) with f # 2(n) and n0, and for all i # [n] : ti # T2(S), then
O(t)=[=] _ i # [n] [iu | u # O(t i)]. Thus, the occurrence = denotes the root of a
tree. For an occurrence u we let u0 denote u. In particular this means that 0 denotes
the occurrence =.
For every tree t # T2(S) and every occurrence u of t, the subtree of t at occurrence
u is denoted by tu. The label of t at occurrence u is denoted by t[u]. The tree t with
the subtree at occurrence u replaced by the tree s is denoted by t[u  s]. The tree
t[t$  s] with t$ # T2(S) denotes the tree t[u1  s] } } } [un  s] where u1 , ..., un are
all occurrences u of t with tu=t$. When using the notation t[x  s], it will always
be clear from the context whether x is an occurrence or a subtree. Also, we use
similar to the set notationthe notation [x  s|P1 , ..., Pn], where P1 , ..., Pn are
conditions on x andor s, to abbreviate the composition of the substitutions
[x  s] for which the conditions Pi with i # [n] hold. This notation is used only if
the composition does not depend on the order of the substitutions.
2.3. Tree Translations
Let 7 and 2 be ranked alphabets. A relation {T7_T2 is called tree translation
or simply translation. Let {: T7  T2 be a translation and let LT7 be a tree
language. Then {(L) denotes the set [t # T2 | (s, t) # { for some s # L]. For a class
9 of tree translations we denote by OUT(9) the corresponding class of output
languages, i.e., OUT(9)=[ran({) | { # 9]. Let 9 and 8 be classes of tree transla-
tions which are all functions. The composition 9 b 8 is defined by [ b . |  # 9,
. # 8].
3. TOP-DOWN TREE TRANSDUCERS, ATTRIBUTED TREE TRANSDUCERS,
AND ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic properties of top-down tree
transducers, attributed tree transducers, and attribute grammars. In this section we
will shortly recall the definitions and concepts that are relevant for this paper.
Before we define top-down tree transducers let us define the set of right-hand sides
of rules of top-down tree transducers.
Definition 3.1 (Right-hand sides of top-down tree transducers). Let Q and 2
be disjoint ranked alphabets, where Q is unary, and let k # N. The set of right-hand
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sides over Q, 2, and k, denoted by RHS(Q, 2, k), is the smallest subset RHS of
TQ _ 2(Xk) such that (i) for q # Q and i # [k] the tree q(xi) is in RHS, and (ii) for
_ # 7 (n) with n # N and t1 , ..., tn # RHS, the tree _(t1 , ..., tn) is in RHS.
Definition 3.2 (Top-down tree transducer). A top-down tree transducer M is a
tuple (Q, 7, 2, q0 , R), where
v Q is a unary ranked alphabet; the elements of Q are called states.
v 7 and 2 are ranked alphabets which are disjoint with Q; 7 is called input
alphabet and elements of 7 are called input symbols, 2 is called output alphabet and
elements of 2 are called output symbols.
v q0 is a state in Q, called the initial state.
v R is a finite set of rules of the following form: q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  ‘, with q # Q,
k0, _ # 7(k), and ‘ # RHS(Q, 2, k). Such a rule is called (q, _)-rule or just _-rule.
If for a q # Q and a _ # 7 there is exactly one rule of the above form, then the right-
hand side ‘ is denoted by rhsM(q, _) (M is dropped if it is clear from the context).
Definition 3.3 (Derivation relation induced by M). Let M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R)
be a top-down tree transducer. The derivation relation induced by M, denoted by
OM , is a binary relation over TQ _ 7 _ 2 , such that s1 OM s2 , with s1 , s2 # TQ _ 7 _ 2 ,
if there are (q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  ‘) # R, t1 , ..., tk # T7 , and an occurrence u # O(s1)
with s1 u=q(_(t1 , ..., tk)) such that
s2=s1[u  ‘[xi  ti | i # [k]]].
Where appropriate we might, for a particular derivation step, also add the
occurrence u or the (q, _)-rule, or the pair (q, _) as index for OM .
Note that the derivation relation of Definition 3.3 is only defined, if for $ # 7 (m)
and $ # 2(n), m=n. This is a (minor) technical problem that we disregard.
A top-down tree transducer M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R) is a device that translates trees
over 7 into trees over 2. Thus, M induces a binary relation {MT7_T2 which is
called the translation realized by M.
Definition 3.4 (Translation realized by M, out, dom). Let M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R)
be a top-down tree transducer. The translation realized by M, denoted by {M , is the
relation [(s, t) # T7_T2 | q0(s) O*M t].
The class of all translations that can be realized by top-down tree transducers is
denoted by T.
The domain of M, denoted by dom(M ), is the set dom({M). The output language
of M, denoted by out(M ), is the set ran({M).
Let us now define various subclasses of top-down tree transducers. Note that we
define top-down finite tree automata in the context of tree transducers (cf., e.g.,
Definition 3.1.7 of [ERS80]); i.e., there is no transition function as it is common
for automata. Thus, strictly speaking, our top-down finite tree automata are not
really accepting devices, but rather translational devices which realize the identity
on those trees which are accepted.
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Definition 3.5 (Subclasses of T ). Let M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R) be a top-down tree
transducer.
v If, for every q # Q and _ # 7, there is at most one (q, _)-rule in R, then M is
called deterministic. The class of translations which can be realized by deterministic
top-down tree transducers is denoted by d-T.
v If, for every q # Q and _ # 7, there is at least one (q, _)-rule in R, then M is
called total. The class of translations which can be realized by total top-down tree
transducers is denoted by t-T.
v If, in each right-hand side of the rules in R, every variable occurs at most
once, then M is called linear. The corresponding class of translations is denoted by
l-T.
v If 7=2 and every rule in R has the form q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  _(q1(x1), ...,
qk(xk)) with q, q1 , ..., qk # Q and _ # 7(k), then M is called top-down finite tree
automaton.
If a combination of these restrictions holds, then the corresponding class of trans-
lations is denoted by appending the prefixes. For example, the class of translations
realized by total, deterministic top-down tree transducers is denoted by td-T.
Recall that if M is a deterministic top-down tree transducer, then the translation
{M is a function from T7 to T2 and if M is a total deterministic top-down tree
transducer, then the translation {M is a total function (see, e.g., [FHVV93]).
The class of domains (or, equivalently: output languages) of top-down finite tree
automata is called the class of recognizable tree languages and is denoted by
RECOG. Note that the input or output alphabet of a top-down tree transducer may
be empty and this implies that < # OUT(9) for all classes 9 of translations
induced by top-down tree transducers that we consider here (and in particular for
the case of total top-down tree transducers). The reason that we allow this is that
we will compare classes of output languages of top-down tree transducers, in
particular of total ones, with the class of recognizable tree languages and that
< # RECOG.
Let us now define a property of top-down tree transducers.
Definition 3.6 (Reduced). Let M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R) be a deterministic top-
down tree transducer. M is called reduced, if either 7=< or for every state q # Q,
there are s, s$ # T7 , ! # TQ _ 7 _ 2 , and a t # T2 , such that q(s$) occurs in ! and
q0(s) O*M ! O*M t, i.e., Q does not contain superfluous states.
Observation 3.7. For every deterministic top-down tree transducer M there is a
deterministic top-down tree transducer M$ which is reduced and realizes the same
translation as M. M$ can be obtained from M by simply deleting the superfluous
states and the rules containing them.
Since we will only need this fact for deterministic, linear top-down tree trans-
ducers, we only discuss it in detail for the linear case. Let M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R)
be a deterministic, linear top-down tree transducer. Let Qprod=[q # Q |dom(Mq)
{<], where for every q # Q, Mq is the top-down tree transducer (Q, 7, 2, q, R).
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Note that Qprod can be constructed effectively, because the domain of a deter-
ministic top-down tree transducer is recognizable (Theorem 1 of [Rou70]). For
every q # Q and _ # 7 let Q(q, _)=< if there is no (q, _)-rule in R and otherwise
let Q(q, _)=[q$ # Q | q$ occurs in rhsM(q, _)]. If q0  Qprod , then M$=(Q, <, 2,




F $ :=F _ [q$ # Q(q, _) | q # F and _ # 7 with Q(q, _)Qprod]
until F=F $.
Clearly this procedure terminates, because FF $Q. Now define M$=
(F, 7, 2, q0 , R$) where R$ consists of all (q, _)-rules in R for which q # F and
Q(q, _)F. It should be clear that M$ realizes the same translation as M and that
M$ is reduced. For the nonlinear case a similar but more complicated construction
can be applied.
Let us now turn to attributed tree transducers. In fact, we only consider total
deterministic attributed tree transducers. Before we define the notion of an
attributed tree transducer let us define the set of right-hand sides of its rules.
Definition 3.8 (Right-hand sides of attributed tree transducers). Let S and I
be unary ranked alphabets, 2 a ranked alphabet, and k0 an integer. The set of
right-hand sides over S, I, 2, and k, denoted by RHS(S, I, 2, k), is the smallest
subset RHS of TS _ I _ 2([?, ?1, ..., ?k]) such that the following conditions hold:
(i) For every a # S and 1ik, the tree a(?i) is in RHS.
(ii) For every b # I, the tree b(?) is in RHS.
(iii) For every $ # 2(l ) with l0 and !1 , ..., !l # RHS, the tree $(!1 , ..., !l) is
in RHS.
The symbol ? is called occurrence variable.
During the computation of an attributed tree transducer the occurrence variable
? will be replaced by actual occurrences of the input tree.
Definition 3.9 (Attributed tree transducer). An attributed tree transducer A is
a tuple (Syn, Inh, 7, 2, root, a0 , R), where
v Syn and Inh are disjoint, unary ranked alphabets, the elements of which are
called synthesized attributes and inherited attributes, respectively.
v 7 and 2 are ranked alphabets which are disjoint with Syn and Inh; 7 is
called input alphabet and elements of 7 are called input symbols, 2 is called output
alphabet and elements of 2 are called output symbols.
v root is a symbol of rank 1 with root  7, called the root marker.
v a0 is a synthesized attribute, called the initial attribute.
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v R=_ # 7 _ [root] R_ is a finite set of rules, such that
1. The set Rroot contains exactly one rule of the form a0(?)  ‘ with
‘ # RHS(Syn, <, 2, 1) and for every b # Inh the set Rroot contains exactly one rule
of the form b(?1)  ‘ with ‘ # RHS(Syn, <, 2, 1).
2. For every _ # 7(k) with k0 and a # Syn, the set R_ contains exactly one
rule of the form a(?)  ‘ with ‘ # RHS(Syn, Inh, 2, k).
For every _ # 7(k) with k0, b # Inh, and i # [k], the set R_ contains exactly one
rule of the form b(?i)  ‘ with ‘ # RHS(Syn, Inh, 2, k).
Let Att=Syn _ Inh. A particular rule :( p)  ‘ in R_ with _ # (7 _ [root])(k),
: # Att, and p # [?, ?1, ..., ?k] is called (:, p, _)-rule; the tree ‘ is denoted by
rhsA(:, p, _) (A is dropped if it is clear from the context). We might also denote ‘
by rhs(:( p)  ‘).
For every _ # 7(k), the set of inside attributes of _, denoted by ins_ , is the set
[:(?) | : # Syn] _ [;(?i) | ; # Inh, i # [k]], and the set of outside attributes of _,
denoted by outs_ , is the set [;(?) | ; # Inh] _ [:(?i) | : # Syn, i # [k]]. For the root
marker, insroot=[a0(?)] _ [b(?1) | b # Inh] and outsroot=[a(?1) | a # Syn].
The set [root(s) | s # T7] is called the set of control trees.
Note that our definition of attributed tree transducers in Definition 3.9 is dif-
ferent from the original definition in [Fu l81]. There, for every inherited attribute
b, the right-hand side of the (b, ?1, root)-rule is restricted to trees over 2. In the
appendix of [Gie88] this difference was pointed out and the term full attributed
tree transducer was used to refer to the tree transducers of our Definition 3.9.
However, in the following we will simply use the notion of attributed tree trans-
ducer as defined.
Definition 3.10 (Derivation relation induced by A). Let A=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2,
root, a0 , R) be an attributed tree transducer and let s be a tree in T7 _ [root] . The
derivation relation induced by A on s, denoted by OA, s , is the binary relation over
T2 _ Att(O(s)), such that !1 OA, s !2 for !1 , !2 # T2 _ Att(O(s)), if there is an attribute
: # Att and occurrences v # O(s), u # O(!1) such that !1 u=:(v) and
v either : # Syn, s[v]=_, with _ # (7 _ [root])(k), k0, and
!2=!1[u  ‘] with ‘=rhs(:, ?, _)[;(?i)  ;(vi) | ; # Att, 0ik]
v or : # Inh and v=v i for some v # O(s), s[v ]=_ with _ # (7 _ [root])(k),
k0, i # [k], and
!2=!1[u  ‘] with ‘=rhs(:, ?i, _)[;(?i)  ;(v i) | ; # Att, 0ik],
where ?0 denotes ? (this is in accordance with the convention that v0 denotes v for
an occurrence v, as defined in the preliminaries).
In the same sense as for attribute grammars, attributed tree transducers can be
circular (see [Fu l81] for the precise definition of circularity for attributed tree
transducers). However, in the rest of this paper we always mean noncircular
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attributed tree transducers when referring to attributed tree transducers. The same
is true when referring to attribute grammars, to be defined in Definition 3.14.
If an attributed tree transducer is noncircular, then the derivation relation on any
tree s in T7 _ [root] is confluent and terminating (cf. Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 of
[FHVV93]). Thus, every tree in T2 _ Att(O(s)) has a unique normal form [New42].
If s is a control tree, then a0(=) has a normal form in T2 .
Let us now define the translation realized by an attributed tree transducer. It is
a total function from T7 to T2 (where 7 and 2 are the input and output alphabet
of the transducer, respectively).
Definition 3.11 (Translation realized by A, out). Let A=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2,
root, a0 , R) be an attributed tree transducer. The translation realized by A, denoted
by {A , is the set
[(s, t) | s # T7 , t # T2 and t=nf (OA, root(s) , a0(=))].
The output language of A, denoted by out(A), is the set ran({A). The class of transla-
tions realized by attributed tree transducers is denoted by AT. For k # N, the class
of translations realized by attributed tree transducers of which the number of
attributes |Att| is less than or equal to k, is denoted by ATk .
Note again that the input or output alphabet of an attributed tree transducer
may be empty and therefore < # OUT(AT).
As mentioned before, ‘‘attributed tree transducer’’ always means ‘‘noncircular
attributed tree transducer’’, and so AT is the class of translations which can be
realized by noncircular attributed tree transducers. However, to compare the class
of output languages of attributed tree transducers with that of attribute grammars
we have to consider attributed tree transducers which are noncircular on L, where
L is a tree language taken as input for an attributed tree transducer. This means
that they might be circular on input trees which are not in L. By definition, the
class AT contains only translations that can be realized by noncircular attributed
tree transducers. Let us therefore define the class ATall which contains the transla-
tions that can be computed by arbitrary attributed tree transducers (of course, not
every { in ATall is a total function anymore). The definition of the translation {A
realized by a circular attributed tree transducer A can be taken over literally from
Definition 3.11; the normal form nf (OA, root(s) , a0(=)) exists iff A is noncircular on
root(s). Let L be a class of tree languages. The class of output languages of
attributed tree transducers taking languages of L as input, denoted by AT(L), is
the class [{A(L) | L # L, {A # ATall such that A is noncircular on L]. Indeed, we
will use this notion merely for L=RECOG (cf. the discussion of AT(RECOG) and
OUT(AT) in the Introduction).
Observation 3.12. Let A=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2, root, a0 , R) be a (possibly circular)
attributed tree transducer which is noncircular on s, where s=_(s1 , ..., sk),
_ # (7 _ [root]) (k), s1 , ..., sk # T7 , and k0. Let a # Syn (with a=a0 if _=root),
b # Inh, and j # [k].
Then nf (OA, s , a(=)) and nf (OA, s , b( j)) are trees in T2 _ Inh([=]) which can be
obtained from rhs(a, ?, _) and rhs(b, ?j, _), respectively, by replacing every outside
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attribute by the corresponding normal form. Making use of the derivation relations
OA, si for i # [k], this means that in rhs(a, ?, _) and rhs(b, ?j, _), respectively, every
:(?i) with : # Syn and i # [k] is replaced by the term
nf (OA, si , :(=))[;(=)  nf (OA, s , ;(i)) | ; # Inh]
and every ;(?) with ; # Inh is replaced by ;(=).
Let us now give a small example of an attributed tree transducer.
Example 3.13. Let Abin=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2, root, a, R) be the attributed tree
transducer defined as follows: Syn=[a], Inh=[b], 7=[1(1), 0(1), e(0)], 2=[+ (2),
exp(1), s(1), 0(0)] (note that in the following we use infix notation for the + symbol),
R=Rroot _ R1 _ R0 _ Re , where
Rroot=[a(?)  a(?1), b(?1)  0],
R1=[a(?)  exp(b(?))+a(?1), b(?1)  s(b(?))],
R0=[a(?)  a(?1), b(?1)  s(b(?))],
Re=[a(?)  0].
This attributed tree transducer takes a binary number represented as monadic
tree over the ranked alphabet 7 (with the least significant bit at the root) as input
and produces its decimal value represented as tree over 2. In Fig. 1 we can see what
kind of tree traversal over the input tree !=1(0(1(e))), representing the binary
number 101, produces the output tree t, which represents the decimal number 5, if
s(x) is interpreted as x+1 and exp(x) is interpreted as 2x.
Let us also take a look at a derivation by OAbin , root(!) . Let the substitutions
[;(?i)  ;(i) | ; # Att, 0i1] and [;(?i)  ;(1i ) | ; # Att, 0i1] be denoted
by 3 and 3$, respectively.
FIG. 1. Evaluation of attributes for Abin .
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OA, root(!) (exp(b(1))+a(11))[1  rhs(b, ?1, root)3]=exp(0)+a(11)
O*A, root(!) exp(0)+(exp(s(s(0)))+0)=t
We will now very shortly define the notion of attribute grammars. For more
details see [Knu68, DJL88]. We mostly refer to the notations used in [EH92]. To
do so, let us first define the notion of context-free (string) grammars and that of
semantic domains.
A context-free (string) grammar G is a tuple (N, T, S, P), where N is a finite set;
the elements of N are called nonterminals. T is a finite set; the elements of T are
called terminals. S # N is called initial nonterminal. P is a finite set of productions of
the form X  ‘, where X # N and ‘ # (N _ T )*.
A semantic domain is a pair D=(V, 1), where V is a set of values, 1 is a ranked
alphabet, and each # # 1 denotes a total function #D : V n  V with n=rank1 (#); i.e.,
D is a 1-algebra, where 1 is a one-sorted signature (see, e.g., [CF82]).
Definition 3.14 (Attribute grammar). An attribute grammar G is a tuple
(G0 , D, B, R), where
v G0=(N, T, S, P) is a context-free grammar, called the underlying grammar
of G.
v D=(V, 1 ) is a semantic domain.
v B=(Syn, Inh, att, a0), where Syn and Inh are finite, disjoint sets the elements
of which are called synthesized and inherited attributes, respectively; and att:
N  P(Syn _ Inh) is a mapping which associates attributes with the nonterminals
of G0 , such that a0 # att(S) and att(S)Syn. The attribute a0 # Syn is called the
designated attribute.
v R=(R( p) | p # P) is a family of sets of semantic rules, such that for every
production p=(X0  w0 X1w1 } } } Xn wn) # P, with Xi # N and wi # T* for 0in,
R( p) is a finite set of semantic rules. For every (a, j) # ins( p), R( p) contains
one rule of the form (a, j)=t with t # T1 (outs( p)), where ins( p)=[(b, i) |
b # (att(Xi) & Inh), i # [n]] _ [(a, 0) | a # (att(X0) & Syn)] is the set of inside
attributes of p and outs( p)=[(a, i) | a # (att(Xi) & Syn), i # [n]] _ [(b, 0) |
b # (att(X0) & Inh)] is the set of outside attributes of p.
Again, we will only consider noncircular attribute grammars. The evaluation
of attributes is as usual. Let G be a noncircular attribute grammar and let t
be a derivation tree of the underlying grammar G0 of G. Consider an occurrence
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x # O(t) with label t[x]=X # N. The set of attribute instances at x is the set
[(:, x) | : # att(X )]. Since G is noncircular, there is exactly one function valG, t ,
called decoration, which associates values with the attribute instances of t, such that
the semantic rules are respected by the values of the local attribute instances. The
output language generated by G, denoted by out(G), is [valG, t((a0 , =) ) | t is a
derivation tree of G0].
According to [EH92] we say that an attribute grammar G with semantic domain
D=(V, 1 ) is term-generating, if D is the free 1-algebra, i.e., V=T1 . Thus, for a
term-generating attribute grammar G the output language out(G) is a subset of T1 .
The class of output languages that can be generated by term-generating attribute
grammars is denoted by OUT(AG, TERMS). In Example 5.4 we will give a short
example for a term-generating attribute grammar.
4. GENERATING POWER OF DETERMINISTIC TOP-DOWN
TREE TRANSDUCERS
The main result of this section is that the generating power of a particular type
of total deterministic, linear top-down tree transducer, called semi-relabeling (for
short, s-relabeling), is exactly the class of recognizable tree languages. This is
achieved by proving the following two results. First, it is shown that the generating
power of deterministic top-down tree transducers and that of total deterministic
top-down tree transducers is equal. Second, it is shown that the class of
recognizable tree languages is included in the class of output languages of s-relabelings.
This is done by proving that RECOG is included in the class of output languages
of a type of top-down tree transducer which satisfies all requirements of s-relabelings,
except totality. Then the (proof of the) first result can be used to achieve totality,
and thus to obtain s-relabelings. In fact to prove the main theorem, i.e., that
RECOG=OUT(s-T), it would be sufficient to prove the linear case of the first
result, i.e., that OUT(dl-T)=OUT(tdl-T) as it was shown in [Man96]. However,
since the stronger result for the nonlinear case is an interesting result on the
generating power of deterministic tree transducers we decided to present it here.
Let us now discuss the first of these results, i.e., OUT(d-T)=OUT(td-T). By
definition, OUT(td-T)OUT(d-T). Let us consider an (arbitrary) deterministic
top-down tree transducer M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R). Suppose that for an input tree
s # T7 the derivation by M stops at a tree ! which is irreducible and contains sub-
trees of the form q(_(...)). Thus, in order to obtain a total deterministic top-down
tree transducer M$ which generates the same output language as M, we must con-
struct the missing (q, _)-rule for M$. If there is no sq # T7 with q(sq) O*M tq # T2 ,
then the state q is not needed and can be removed. If there is such an sq , then we
can try to add the rule q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  tq to the rules of M$. This means that in
the original input tree s the subtree _(. . .) is replaced by sq . However, due to copying
there might be another state q${q which, in !, processes the same input subtree
_(. . .) as q. But, of course the tree _(. . .) is different from sq and thus, when adding
rules of the form q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  tq , we can only be sure that trees in out(M ) are
derived by M$, if q is the only state processing the input subtree _(. . .), i.e., if M is
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linear. Hence, for the nonlinear case we have to keep track of which states are pro-
cessing the same input subtree. Thus, if FQ is the set of states processing the
same input, then we must find a tree sF # T7 such that
for every q # F : q(sF) O*M tq, F with tq, F # T2 . (V)
We will use the states of M$ to keep track of which states are processing the same
input tree. More precisely, the states of M$ will be pairs of the form (q, F), where
q # Q is the state processing the particular input tree and F is a nonempty subset
of Q consisting of all states which are processing this input tree. The set F models
the state set at each node of the input tree (cf. Definition 3.1.8 of [ERS80]).
Moreover, we only allow states (q, F) for which there exists an input tree sF with (V).
Now consider a state (q, F) of M$ and a _ # 7 such that there is no (q, _)-rule in R.
Then for every q$ # F we let the rule (q$, F)(_(x1 , ..., xk))  tq$, F be a rule of M$.
Lemma 4.1. For every deterministic top-down tree transducer M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R)
there is a total deterministic top-down tree transducer M$=(Q$, 7$, 2, q$0, R$) such
that out(M$)=out(M ). Moreover, if M is linear, then R$ is of the form R$=R1 _ R2
such that R1R and the right-hand side of every rule in R2 is in T2 .
Proof. Before we construct the total deterministic top-down tree transducer M$
let us define some auxiliary notions which are needed in the proof.
Let _ # 7(k), i # [k], and let F be a nonempty subset of Q. Then Q_, i (F ) denotes
the set [q$ # Q | q$(xi) occurs in rhsM(q, _) for a q # F].
Let F be a nonempty subset of Q. Now define Inp(F )=q # F dom(Mq) where
for every q # Q the deterministic top-down tree transducer Mq is defined as
(Q, 7, 2, q, R). If Inp(F ){<, then let sF be an arbitrary but fixed tree in Inp(F ).
For every q # F let tq, F be the tree in T2 such that q(sF) O*M tq, F . Note that it is
decidable whether Inp(F )=<, because Inp(F ) is a recognizable tree language. This
follows from the facts that the domain of a deterministic top-down tree transducer
is recognizable (see Theorem 1 of [Rou70]) and that recognizable tree languages
are closed under intersection.
Let us now define M$. If Inp([q0])=<, then Q$=Q, 7$=<, q$0=q0 , and
R$=<. Otherwise let Q$=[(q, F) | FQ, q # F, Inp(F ){<], 7$=7, q$0=
(q0 , [q0]) , and let R$ be the set of rules defined as follows. For (q, F) # Q$ and
_ # 7(k) let the rule
(q, F)(_(x1 , ..., xk))  ‘
be in R$, such that
v if for every q$ # F there is a (q$, _)-rule in R and for every i # [k]:
Q_, i (F ){< implies Inp(Q_, i (F )){<, then
‘=rhsM(q, _)[q$(xi)  (q$, Q_, i (F ))(xi) | q$ # Q_, i ([q]), i # [k]]
and
v otherwise ‘=tq, F .
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To show the correctness of the construction we must show that out(M )=
out(M$). Let us assume that out(M ){<, because otherwise Inp([q0])=< and so
out(M$)=out(M ), and the second statement of Lemma 4.1 clearly holds. Let us
first show that out(M )out(M$). For F=[q0] Claim 1 proves this inclusion.
Claim 1. Let F be a nonempty subset of Q. Let s # T7 and let tq # T2 for every
q # F. If q(s) O*M tq for every q # F, then (q, F)(s) O*M$ tq for every q # F.
This claim is proved by induction on the structure of s. Let s=_(s1 , ..., sk) with
_ # 7(k), s1 , ..., sk # T7 , and k0. Now let q # F. Since there is a derivation
q(s) O*M tq by M, ‘q=rhsM(q, _) exists and for every q$ # Q and i # [k] such that
q$(xi) occurs in ‘q (i.e., for every q$ # Q_, i ([q])) a tree tq$, i # T2 exists such that
q$(si) O*M tq$, i and tq=‘q[q$(xi)  tq$, i | q$ # Q_, i ([q]), i # [k]].
Thus, by induction hypothesis, for every nonempty set Q_, i (F ) with i # [k] and
for every q$ # Q_, i (F ): (q$, Q_, i (F ))(si) O*M$ tq$, i . Then
(q, F)(_(s1 , ..., sk)) OM$ ‘q[q$(xi)  (q$, Q_, i (F ))(si) | q$ # Q_, i ([q]), i # [k]]
O*M$ ‘q[q$(xi)  tq$, i | q$ # Q_, i([q]), i # [k]]=tq ,
which proves the claim.
It remains to show that out(M$)out(M ). This follows from Claim 2 with
F=[q0].
Claim 2. Let F be a nonempty subset of Q with Inp(F ){<. Let s # T7 and let
tq # T2 for every q # F. If (q, F)(s) O*M$ tq for every q # F, then there exists s~ # T7
such that for every q # F, q(s~ ) O*M tq .
Again we prove this by induction on the structure of s. Let s=_(s1 , ..., sk) with
_ # 7(k), s1 , ..., sk # T7 , and k0.
Case 1. There is a q$ # F such that there is no (q$, _)-rule in R, or there is an
i # [k] such that Q_, i (F ){< and Inp(Q_, i (F ))=<. Then take s~ =sF . By the
definition of sF and tq, F and the rules of M$, q(s~ )=q(sF) O *M tq, F=tq for every
q # F.
Case 2. For every q$ # F there is a (q$, _)-rule in R and for every i # [k]: if
Q_, i (F ){<, then Inp(Q_, i (F)){<. Let q # F and let ‘q=rhsM(q, _). Then by the
definition of the rules of M$, (q, F)(s) OM$ ‘q[q$(x i)  (q$, Q_, i (F ))(si) | q$ #
Q_, i ([q]), i # [k]] O*M$ tq . Thus, for every q$ # Q and i # [k] such that q$(xi) occurs
in ‘q there is a tree tq$, i # T2 such that (q$, Q_, i (F ))(s i) O*M$ tq$, i and
tq=‘q[q$(xi)  tq$, i | q$ # Q_, i ([q]), i # [k]]. For every i # [k] with Q_, i (F ){< it
follows by induction hypothesis that there is an s~ i such that q$(s~ i) O*M tq$, i for every
q$ # Q_, i (F ). And for every i # [k] with Q_, i (F )=< take s~ i=dummy, where dummy
is an arbitrary symbol in 7(0). Now take s~ =_(s~ 1 , ..., s~ k). Then
q(_(s~ 1 , ..., s~ k)) OM ‘q[q$(xi)  q$(s~ i) | q$ # Q_, i ([q]), i # [k]]
O*M ‘q[q$(xi)  tq$, i | q$ # Q_, i ([q]), i # [k]]=tq .
This ends the proof of Claim 2.
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If M is linear, then only states of the form (q, [q]) occur in right-hand sides of
the rules in R$ that have such states in their left-hand sides. Thus states of the form
(q, F) # Q$ with |F |>1 are not needed. Leaving out those states and the rules con-
taining them, clearly does not change the output language, because these states
never occur in derivations by M$. If we additionally write q instead of (q, [q]) ,
then M$ can also be defined as (Q$, 7, 2, q0 , R1 _ R2) with
v Q$=[q # Q | Inp([q]){<],
v R1=[(q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  ‘) # R | q # Q$, _ # 7(k), k0, ‘ # RHS(Q$, 2, k)]R,
and
v R2=[q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  tq, [q] | q # Q$, _ # 7(k), k0 such that there is no
(q, _)-rule in R or rhsM(q, _)  RHS(Q$, 2, k)].
This proves the second statement of Lemma 4.1. K
The following example illustrates the construction presented in the proof of
Lemma 4.1.
Example 4.2. Let us consider a deterministic top-down tree transducer M and
let us apply the construction of the proof of Lemma 4.1. Let M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R)
with Q=[q0 , q1 , q2], 7=[#(1), #$(1), :(0)], 2=[_(2), : (0)], and R consisting of the
following rules (since 7 is monadic, we write x instead of x1 throughout this
example):
q0(#(x))  _(q1(x), q2(x))
q0(#$(x))  q1(x)
q0(:)  :
q1(#(x))  _(q0(x), q2(x))
q2(#$(x))  _(q0(x), q1(x))
q1(:)  :
Let us now construct the total deterministic top-down tree transducer M$=
(Q$, 7, 2, (q0 , [q0]) , R$) which has the same output language as M, following the
construction of the proof of Lemma 4.1. The set of states Q$ is [(q, F) | F
Q, q # F, Inp(F ){<]. It turns out that if F=[q1 , q2] or F=[q0 , q1 , q2], then
Inp(F )=< and otherwise Inp(F ){<. We choose s[q0]=s[q1]=s[q0, q1]=: and
s[q2]=s[q0, q2]=#$(:). The set R$ consists of the following rules.
(q0 , [q0])(#(x))  tq0, [q0]=:
(because Q#, 1([q0])=[q1 , q2]{<
but Inp([q1 , q2])=<)
(q0 , [q0])(#$(x))  (q1 , [q1])(x)
(q0 , [q0])(:)  :
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(q1 , [q1])(#(x))  _((q0 , [q0 , q2])(x), (q2 , [q0 , q2])(x))
(q1 , [q1])(#$(x))  tq1, [q1]=:
(because there is no (q1 , #$)-rule in R)
(q1 , [q1])(:)  :
(q0 , [q0 , q2])(#(x))  tq0, [q0, q2]=:
(because there is no (q2 , #)-rule in R)
(q0 , [q0 , q2])(#$(x))  (q1 , [q0 , q1])(x)
(q0 , [q0 , q2])(:)  :
(q2 , [q0 , q2])(#(x))  tq2, [q0, q2]=_(:, :)
(because there is no (q2 , #)-rule in R)
(q2 , [q0 , q2])(#$(x))  _((q0 , [q0 , q1])(x), (q1 , [q0 , q1])(x))
(q2 , [q0 , q2])(:)  tq2, [q0, q2]=_(:, :)
(because there is no (q2 , :)-rule in R)
The right-hand side of every (q0 , [q0 , q1])-rule and of every (q1 , [q0 , q1])-rule
is :. The state (q2 , [q2]) is superfluous. It should be clear that out(M )=out(M$)
=[:, _(:, _(:, :))].
From Lemma 4.1 and the fact that OUT(td-T)OUT(d-T) holds by definition
we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. OUT(d-T)=OUT(td-T).
For every recognizable tree language L there is a top-down tree automaton M
such that dom(M )=out(M )=L. By encoding the nondeterministic state behavior
of M into the input symbols, i.e., changing the input ranked alphabet to contain
one symbol for every (q, _)-rule, we can ‘‘determinize’’ M to get a deterministic top-
down tree transducer M$ with out(M )=out(M$). Finally we can apply the con-
struction of the proof of Lemma 4.1 to M$ to obtain a total deterministic top-down
tree transducer M". Besides changing the input alphabet and adding rules with
trees in T2 as right-hand side, the rules of M have not changed in M". That is,
they are either of the form q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  $(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk)) or of the form
q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  t with t # T2 ; moreover, for given _ there is at most one rule of
the first form. This type of tree transducer will be called semi-relabeling, for short
s-relabeling. If an s-relabeling M is seen as an attribute grammar G, where the states
of M are the synthesized attributes of G, then G satisfies the ssur property of
Ganzinger and Giegerich [Gan83, Gie88]. This fact will be important in Section 5.
Definition 4.4 (semi-relabeling). Let M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R) be a total deter-
ministic top-down tree transducer. If for every _ # 7(k) with k1, either
rhs(q, _) # T2 for every q # Q, or there is a (unique) q # Q such that (1) rhs(q, _) has
the form $(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk)) with $ # 2(k) and q1 , ..., qk # Q and (2) for every p # Q
with p{q : rhs( p, _) # T2 , then M is called semi-relabeling.
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The corresponding class of translations is denoted by s-T.
A deterministic top-down tree transducer M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R) is called partial
s-relabeling, if there exists an s-relabeling M$=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R$) with RR$.
Note that all s-relabelings are total deterministic and linear (and even super-
linear). Thus s-Ttdl-T.
Lemma 4.5. RECOGOUT(s-T).
Proof. Let L # RECOG. Then there exists a top-down finite tree automaton
M=(Q, 7, 7, q0 , R) with dom(M )=out(M )=L. Let us now construct a partial
s-relabeling with out(M$)=out(M ). Let M$=(Q, 1, 7, q0 , R$) with 1=[_ (k)p, p1, ..., pk |
( p(_(x1 , ..., xk))  _( p1(x1), ..., pk(xk))) # R with p, p1 , ..., pk # Q, _ # 7(k), and
k0] and R$=[ p(_p, p1, ..., pk(x1 , ..., xk))  _( p1(x1), ..., pk(xk)) | _p, p1, ..., pk # 1].
It should be clear that out(M )=out(M$).
First, we prove that out(M )out(M$). Consider a derivation q0(s) OM, u1, r1 !1
OM, u2, r2 } } } OM, un, rn !n=s with s # T7 , u1==, ui # O(!i&1) for 2in, and for
i#[n] : !i # TQ _ 7 , ri=( pi (_i (x1 , ..., xki))_i ( pi, 1(x1), ..., pi, ki (xki))) # R with _i # 7
(ki),
ki0. Then, there is a derivation q0(s$) O*M$s, where s$ # T1 is obtained from s by
changing, for every i # [n], the label _i at occurrence ui in s to the label (_i)pi , pi, 1, ..., pi , ki
and therefore out(M )out(M$).
Second, we prove that out(M$)out(M ). If there is a derivation q0(s) O*M$ t by
M$, with s # T1 and t # T7 , then there is a derivation q0(s$) O*M t, where s$ # T7
is obtained from s by changing every label _p, p1, ..., pk in s to the label _. Thus,
out(M$)out(M ).
By Lemma 4.1 there is a total deterministic top-down tree transducer M" with
out(M")=out(M$). Since M$ is linear it follows by the second sentence of Lemma
4.1 that the set of rules of M" is equal to R1 _ R2 with R1R$ and the right-hand
side of every rule in R2 is in T2 . Thus, since M$ is a partial s-relabeling, M" is an
s-relabeling. K
There is a relationship between Lemma 4.5 and the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 of
[ERS80]. Namely, in the latter it is mentioned that every recognizable tree
language L is the projection of the domain LD of a deterministic top-down tree
automaton. The partial s-relabeling constructed for L in the proof of Lemma 4.5
has LD as domain and realizes such a projection (cf. Corollary 3.59(iv) of
[Eng75]).
Let us now give an example which involves the constructions presented in
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5.
Example 4.6. Let us consider a recognizable tree language L and show that
there is an s-relabeling M$ with out(M$)=L. Analogous to the constructions
presented in the proof of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.5 we do this in two steps. First,
we construct a partial s-relabeling M$ with out(M$)=L following the construction
of the proof of Lemma 4.5, and then we construct an s-relabeling M" with
out(M")=out(M$).
Let L=[_(#i (:), #j (;)) | i, j # N] _ [_(#i (;), #j (:)) | i, j # N]. It is well known
that the class of tree languages recognized by deterministic top-down finite tree
automata is a proper subclass of RECOG. Indeed, the language L is a recognizable
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tree language which is not in this class (see, e.g., Section II.11 of [GS84]),
However, the ability to relabel input symbols allows us to construct a (deter-
ministic!) partial s-relabeling M$ with out(M$)=L.
Let M=(Q, 7, 7, q0 , R) be the top-down finite tree automaton with Q=
[q0 , q1 , q2], 7=[_(2), #(1), :(0), ;(0)], and R consists of the following rules:
q0(_(x1 , x2))  _(q1(x1), q2(x2))
q0(_(x1 , x2))  _(q2(x1), q1(x1))
qi (#(x1))  #(qi (x1)), for i # [2]
q1(:)  :
q2(;)  ;
Then dom(M )=out(M )=L. Following the proof of Lemma 4.5 we can construct
the partial s-relabeling M$=(Q, 7$, 7, q0 , R$) with 7$=[_ (2)q0, q1, q2 , _
(2)
q0, q2, q1
, # (1)q1, q1 ,
#(1)q2, q2 , :
(0)
q1
, ; (0)q2 ] and R$ consists of the following rules:
q0(_q0 , q1 , q2(x1 , x2))  _(q1(x1), q2(x2))
q0(_q0 , q2 , q1(x1 , x2))  _(q2(x1), q1(x1))
qi (#qi , qi (x1))  #(qi (x1)), for i # [2]
q1(:q1)  :
q2(;q2)  ;
Obviously M$ is deterministic and out(M$)=L. Let us now apply the construc-
tion of the proof of Lemma 4.1. Since M$ is linear and Inp([q]){< for every
q # Q$, only the set of rules is changed in M". Let M"=(Q, 7$, 7, q0 , R1 _ R2),
where R1=R$ and R2=[q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  tq, [q] | q # Q, _ # 7$(k), k0 such that
there is no (q, _)-rule in R$]. Let s[q0]=_q0 , q1 , q2(:q1 , ;q2), s[q1]=:q1 , and s[q2]=;q2 .
The output trees which we will need are tq0 , [q0]=_(:, ;), tq1 , [q1]=:, and
tq2 , [q2]=;. The rules in R2 are
q0(#qi , qi (x1))  tq0 , [q0]=_(:, ;), for i # [2]
q0($)  tq0 , [q0]=_(:, ;), for $ # [:, ;]
q1($(x1 , x2))  tq1[q1]=:, for $ # [_q0 , q1 , q2 , _q0 , q2 , q1]
q1(#q2 , q2(x1))  tq1, [q1]=:
q2($(x1 , x2))  tq2[q2]=;, for $ # [_q0 , q1 , q2 , _q0 , q2 , q1]
q2(#q1 , q1(x1))  tq2 , [q2]=;
Obviously, M" is an s-relabeling which generates the same output language
as M$.
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We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.7. RECOG=OUT(s-T)=OUT(tdl-T).
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, RECOGOUT(s-T). Since s-relabelings are linear it
follows that OUT(s-T)OUT(tdl-T). The inclusion OUT(tdl-T)RECOG follows
from the closure of RECOG under linear top-down tree transductions (cf. Corollary
IV.6.6 of [GS84]). K
5. TERM-GENERATING POWER OF ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS AND
ATTRIBUTED TREE TRANSDUCERS
In this section we want to show that attribute grammars and attributed tree
transducers have the same term-generating power, i.e., OUT(AG, TERMS)=
OUT(AT). We will show the composition result s-T b ATAT. This result is not
surprising, because the restriction of being an s-relabeling is quite strong. In
particular, every such top-down tree transducer respects the ‘‘syntactic single use
restriction’’ (ssur) of [Gan83] (defined for attribute coupled grammars). This
restriction requires that for an input symbol _, every outside attribute may be used
at most once in the set R_ of rules for _. A top-down tree transducer can be seen
as an attributed tree transducer without inherited attributes (where its states are the
synthesized attributes). In the context of top-down tree transducers the ssur
property means that for an input symbol _, a tree q(xi) may only occur once in the
set of _-rules for a particular q and i. This is obviously true for s-relabelings,
because for every input symbol _ there is at most one rule of the form
q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  $(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk)) and all other _-rules have right-hand sides
in T2 .
In [Gan83] it is proved that the class of translations realized by ssur attribute
coupled grammars (for short, ssur-AC) are closed under composition. Observa-
tion 3 of [Gie88] states that the composition of the class ssur-AC with the class AC
of translations realized by attribute coupled grammars is included in AC, i.e.,
ssur-AC b ACAC. Thus, the composition result for s-relabelings and attributed
tree transducers follows in a more or less straightforward manner from the result
by Ganzinger. However, since the class s-T is rather small in comparison with
ssur-AC, we can present a shorter construction for the proof of this composition.
Let us explain the construction in more detail. Let M=(Q, 7, 2, q0 , R) be an
s-relabeling and let A be an attributed tree transducer with set Syn of synthesized
attributes. The idea of the construction is that the attributed tree transducer A is
used to translate the right-hand sides of the rules of the s-relabeling M. This yields
the rules for the attributed tree transducer A$, which computes the composition of
M and A. Unlike usual product constructions, we only have to change the set of
synthesized attributes of A$ to be the set Q_Syn. The set of inherited attributes can
remain the same for A$ as for A, because for every symbol _ # 7, there is only one
rule of the form q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  $(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk)) and therefore, for every inside
inherited attribute instance ;(?i) there can only be one particular state qi when
translating a right-hand side of M for the symbol _.
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Instead of showing that s-T b ATAT, we show the following slightly more
general result in which we only assume that the attributed tree transducer is non-
circular on the output language of the s-relabeling.
Lemma 5.1. Let M be an s-relabeling and let A be an attributed tree transducer.
If A is noncircular on out(M ), then there is an attributed tree transducer A$ such that
{A$={M b {A .
Proof. Let M=(Q, 7, 1, q0 , P) be an s-relabeling and let A=(Syn, Inh, 1, 2,
root, a0 , R) be an attributed tree transducer which is noncircular on out(M ). We
may assume that M is reduced (cf. Observation 3.7). Let A$=(Syn$, Inh, 7, 2, root,
(q0 , a0), R$) be the attributed tree transducer with Syn$=Q_Syn and R$ consisting
of the following rules.
Let _ # 7 (k) with k0.
If rhsM(q, _) # T1 for every q # Q, then for every b # Inh and i # [k] let the rule
b(?i)  dummy be in R$_ , where dummy is an arbitrary symbol in 2(0).
Let q # Q.
(1) If rhsM(q, _)=$(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk)) for $ # 1 (k), q1 , ..., qk # Q, and k1,
then let the substitution [:(?i)  (qi , :)(?i) | : # Syn, i # [k]] be denoted by 3, and
for every synthesized attribute a # Syn let the rule (q, a)(?)  rhsA(a, ?, $)3 be in
R$_ , and for every inherited attribute b # Inh and every i # [k] let the rule
b (?i)  rhsA(b, ?i, $)3 be in R$_ .
(2) If rhsM(q, _)=‘ # T1 , then let the substitution [;(=)  ;(?) | ; # Inh] be
denoted by 8, and for every synthesized attribute a # Syn let the rule (q, a)(?) 
nf (OA, ‘ , a(=))8 be in R$_. Since M is reduced, there exists a tree t # out(M ) such
that ‘ is a subtree of t. Therefore nf (OA, ‘ , a(=)) exists, because A is noncircular on
out(M ) and hence also on ‘.
The set R$root is defined as follows. Let the substitution [:(?1) 
(q0 , :)(?1) | : # Syn] be denoted by 6. Let the rule (q0 , a0)(?)  rhsA(a0 , ?, root)6
be in R$root and for every b # Inh let the rule b(?1)  rhsA(b, ?1, root)6 be in R$root .
Let us now prove the correctness of the construction; i.e., let us show that for
every s # T7 , nf (OA$, root(s) , (q0 , a0)(=))=nf (OA, root(t) , a0(=)), where t=nf(OM , q0(s)).
Let us first prove a similar statement for the ‘‘non-root’’ case.
Claim 1. Let s # T7 . Then A$ is noncircular on s and for all q # Q and a # Syn,
nf (OA$, s , (q, a)(=))=nf (OA, t , a(=)), where t=nf (OM , q(s)).
Note again that nf (OA, t , a(=)) exists, because t is, by reducedness of M, a sub-
tree of a tree in out(M ), and A is noncircular on out(M ). We prove Claim 1 by
induction on the structure of s. Let s=_(s1 , ..., sk) with _ # 7(k), s1 , ..., sk # T7 , and
k0. Let the induction hypothesis, i.e., that Claim 1 holds for s1 , ..., sk , be denoted
by IH1.
We first prove that A$ is noncircular on s. If rhsM(q, _) # T1 for every q # Q, then
for every b # Inh and i # [k] the (b, ?i, _)-rule has a dummy symbol as right-hand
side. Hence the rules in R$_ cannot introduce a circularity. Since by IH1 A$ is non-
circular on si for i # [k], it follows that A$ is noncircular on s.
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If there is a q # Q such that rhsM (q, _)=$(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk)) for $ # 1 (k),
q1 , ..., qk # Q, and k1, then assume that A$ is circular on s. Then there exist
(q$, a$) # Syn$, i # [k], and ! # T2 _ Syn$ _ Inh(O(s)) such that
(q$, a$)(i) O+A$, s ! and (q$, a$)(i) occurs in !.
More precisely, there are m2, a1 , ..., am # Syn, b1 , ..., bm&1 # Inh, !1 , ..., !m&1 #
T2 _ Inh([=]), !$1 , ..., !$m&1 # RHS(Syn$, Inh, 2, k), and i1 , ..., im # [k] such that
(q$, a$)(i)=(qi1 , a1)(i1)=(qim , am)(im) and for every j # [m&1], !j=nf (OA$, sij ,
(qij , aj)(=)), !j$=rhsA$(bj , ?ij , _),
v bj (=) occurs in !j , and
v (qij+1 , aj+1)(?i j+1) occurs in ! j$.
For i # [k] let ti=nf (OM , qi (s i)). Then, for every j # [m&1],
v by IH1, !j=nf (OA, tij , aj (=)). Thus bj (=) occurs in nf (OA, tij , aj (=)). And
v by the definition of the rules of A$, !j$=rhsA(bj , ?ij , $)3. But 3 replaces
aj+1(?ij+1) by (qij+1 , aj+1)(?ij+1) and thus aj+1(?i j+1) occurs in rhsA(bj , ?ij , $).
Hence, there is a ! # T2 _ Syn _ Inh(O(t)) such that a$(i) O+A, t ! , with t=nf (OM , q(s))
=$(t1 , ..., tk), and a$(i) occurs in ! . This means that A is circular on t. By reduced-
ness of M, t is a subtree of a tree in out(M ). This contradicts the fact that A is non-
circular on out(M ) and therefore A$ is noncircular on s.
Let us now prove that for all q # Q and a # Syn, nf (OA$, s , (q, a)(=))=
nf (OA, t , a(=)), where t=nf (OM , q(s)). Let q # Q.
Case 1. rhsM(q, _)=‘ # T1 . In this special case it follows clearly from Observa-
tion 3.12 that nf (OA$, s , (q, a)(=)) is equal to rhsA$((q, a), ?, _)[;(?)  ;(=) |
; # Inh]. By the definition of the rules of A$ this equals nf (OA, ‘ , a(=)) 8[;(?) 
;(=) | ; # Inh] which is equal to nf (OA, t , a(=)) because 8[;(=)  ;(?) | ; # Inh]
=id and nf (OM , q(s))=‘.
Case 2. rhsM(q, _)=$(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk)) for $ # 1 (k), q1 , ..., qk # Q, and k1.
Consider the extended is-graph of s, i.e., the graph (V, E) with V=[c(?i) | c #
Syn$ _ Inh, 0  i  k] and E = [(c(?i), c$(?i $)) # outs_ _ ins_ | c(?i) occurs in
rhsA$(c$, ?i $, _)] _ [(c(?i), c$(?i)) # ins__outs_ | c(=) occurs in nf (OA$, si , c$(=))]. The
nodes in this graph which have no incoming edges represent attribute instances
which do not depend on any attribute instance in s. Let V0 be the set of such nodes,
i.e., V0=[v # V | there is no v$ # V such that (v$, v) # E] and for n1 let
Vn=[v # V | for all v$ # V, if (v$, v) # E then v$ # Vj for some j<n]. To prove
Claim 1 for Case 2 we need a stronger claim which holds for all attribute instances
in V. Since A$ is noncircular on s, the extended is-graph of s is noncircular and
therefore every node in V belongs to some Vn .
Claim 2. Let n0, v # Vn , and t=nf (OM , q(s)). If v=(q, a)(?) with a # Syn,
then nf (OA$, s , (q, a)(=))=nf (OA, t , a(=)). If v=b(?j ) with b # Inh and j # [k], then
nf (OA$, s , b( j))=nf (OA, t , b( j)).
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Let us prove Claim 2 by natural induction on n. We denote the induction
hypothesis, i.e., that Claim 2 holds for every natural number smaller than n, by IH2.
Then, the induction base is void and we merely have to prove the induction step,
as follows.
We first consider the case that v=(q, a)(?) with a # Syn. Then nf (OA$, _(s1 , ..., sk) ,
(q, a)(=)) is by Observation 3.12 equal to rhsA$((q, a), ?, _)[. . .], where [. . .] denotes
the following substitution
[(q$, :)(?i)  nf (OA$, si , (q$, :)(=)) 9i | (q$, :) # Syn$, i # [k]] 8
&1,
8 is the substitution [;(=)  ;(?) | ; # Inh] (as in the definition of the rules of
A$), and for (q$, :) # Syn$ and i # [k], 9i denotes the substitution [;(=) 
nf (OA$, s , ;(i)) | ; # Inh]. By the definition of the rules of A$, rhsA$((q, a), ?, _)[. . .]
is equal to
rhsA(a, ?, $)[:(?i)  (qi , :)(?i) | : # Syn, i # [k]][. . .].
By IH1 we can replace nf (OA$, si , (qi , :)(=)) by nf (OA, ti , :(=)), where ti=
nf (OM , qi (si)). For every nf (OA$, s , ;(i)) that is actually used in the above substitu-
tion, there are edges in E from ;(i) to (qi , :)(?i) and from (qi , :)(?i) to
(q, a)(?)=v, and so ;(i) # Vj for some j<n. Hence, by IH2 we can replace
nf (OA$, s , ;(i)) by nf (OA, t , ;(i)), where t=nf (OM , q(s)). Thus, the above tree
becomes
rhsA(a, ?, $)[:(?i)  nf ( O A, ti , :(=))[;(=)  nf (OA, t , ;(i)) | ; # Inh] |
: # Syn, i # [k]] 8&1.
Since ti=nf (OM , qi (si)) for i # [k] and rhsM(q, _)=$(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk)), it
follows that t=nf (OM , q(s))=$(t1 , ..., tk). Then, by Observation 3.12 the above
tree is equal to nf (OA, t , :(=)).
Analogous to the above proof for v=(q, a)(?), Claim 2 can be proved for
v=b(?j) where b # Inh and j # [k]. Again this proof is based on Observation 3.12.
This finishes the proof of Claim 2 and Claim 1.
The root case can be proved by proving Claims 3 and 4, which are entirely
similar to Claims 1 and 2 (with a (virtual) rule q0(root(x1))  root(q0(x1)) instead
of q(_(x1 , ..., xk))  $(q1(x1), ..., qk(xk))). We omit this and merely present these
claims.
Claim 3. Let s # T7 . Then A$ is noncircular on root(s) and nf (OA$, root(s) ,
(q0 , a0)(=))=nf (OA, root(t) , a0(=)), where t=nf (OM , q0(s)).
Claim 4 is on the extended is-graph of root(s), i.e., the graph (V, E) with
V = [(q0 , a0)(?)] _ [c(?1) | c # Syn$ _ Inh] and E = [(a(?1), c(?i)) # outsroot _
insroot | a(?1) occurs in rhsA$(c, ?i, root)] _ [(b(?1), a(?1)) # insroot_outsroot | b(=)
occurs in nf (OA$, s , a(=))]. For n0 the sets Vn are defined as for the extended
is-graph of s. Since A$ is noncircular on root(s), the extended is-graph of root(s) is
noncircular.
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Claim 4. Let n0, v # Vn , and t=nf (OM , q0(s)). If v=(q0 , a0)(?) then
nf (OA$, root(s) , (q0 , a0)(=))=nf (OA, root(t) , a0(=)). If v=b(?1) with b # Inh, then
nf (OA$, root(s) , b(1))=nf (OA, root(t) , b(1)).
The proofs of Claim 3 and 4 are again based on Observation 3.12. K
Now we have all the tools to prove that the result T(RECOG)=OUT(T ) of
Theorem 3.2.1 of [ERS80] for top-down tree transducers can be extended to
attributed tree transducers. That is, we can get rid of the recognizable tree language
as input for an attributed tree transducer A and simply consider the set T7 as input
(where 7 is the input alphabet of A) while still being able to obtain the same
output language.
Lemma 5.2. AT(RECOG)=OUT(AT).
Proof. Let L be a recognizable tree language and let A be an attributed tree
transducer which is noncircular on L. By Theorem 4.7 there is an s-relabeling M
with out(M )=L. Then, {A(L)={A(out(M ))=ran({M b {A). By Lemma 5.1 there is
an attributed tree transducer A$ with {A$={M b {A . Thus, AT(RECOG)OUT(AT).
The other direction of this inclusion is trivially true; an attributed tree transducer
A with input ranked alphabet 7 takes trees in T7 as input, thus out(A)={A(T7).
Moreover, T7 is a recognizable tree language and therefore OUT(AT)
AT(RECOG). K
To prove that the term-generating power of attribute grammars and attributed
tree transducers is equal, we need another straightforward result stating that
attribute grammars can generate the same output languages as attributed tree
transducers. This is true, because the set [root(s) | s # T7] of control trees of an
attributed tree transducer A with input alphabet 7 is a local tree language; i.e.,
there is a context-free grammar G0 , such that the set of derivation trees of G0 is
equal to [root(s) | s # T7].
Lemma 5.3. OUT(AT)OUT(AG, TERMS).
Proof. Let A=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2, root, a0 , R) be an attributed tree transducer.
Define an attribute grammar G=(G0 , D, B, R$) as follows:
v G0=(N, T, S, P) with N=7 _ [root], T=<, S=root, P=X # N PX ,
where if k=rank7$ (X ), then PX=[X  X1 } } } Xk | X1 , ..., Xk # 7], where 7$=
7 _ [root(1)]. Note that if rank7$ (X )=0, then PX=[X  =].
v D is the free 2-algebra; i.e., D=(T2 , 2).
v B=(Syn, Inh, att, a0) with att(X )=Syn _ Inh for all X # 7, and att(root)
=[a0].
v R$=(R$( p) | p # P), where for all X # N and p # PX : R$( p)=[l3=r3 |
(l  r) # RX], where 3 is the substitution
[a(?i)  (a, i) | 0irank7$ (X ) and a # Att],
and 7$ is as above.
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The set of derivation trees of G0 is the set [root(s) | s # T7]. It should be clear
that the attributed tree transducer A and the attribute grammar G realize the same
translation, if derivation trees are seen as trees over a ranked alphabet. Therefore,
out(A)=out(G). K
Let us give a short example for this simple construction.
Example 5.4. Let Abin=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2, root, a0 , R) be the attributed tree
transducer as defined in Example 3.13. Let us now define an attribute grammar
Gbin=(G0 , D, B, R$) which generates the same output as Abin , where
v G0=(N, T, S, P) with N=7 _ [root]=[root, 1, 0, e], T=<, S=root, P=
Proot _ P1 _ P0 _ Pe with Proot=[root  1, root  0, root  e], P1=[1  1, 1  0,
1  e], P0=[0  1, 0  0, 0  e], Pe=[e  =].
v D=(T2 , 2)
v B=(Syn, Inh, att, a) with Syn=[a], Inh=[b], att(1)=att(0)=att(e)=
Syn _ Inh=[a, b] and att(root)=[a].
v R$=(R$( p) | p # P), where
for p # Proot : R$( p)=[(a, 0)=(a, 1) , (b, 1) =0],
for p # P1 : R$( p)=[(a, 0) =exp((b, 0) )+(a, 1) , (b, 1)=s((b, 0) )],
for p # P0 : R$( p)=[(a, 0) =(a, 1) , (b, 1)=s((b, 0) )],
and for p # Pe : R$( p)=[(a, 0)=0].
Now, if we consider the binary number 101 again, then there is a derivation by G0 :
root O 1 O 0 O 1 O e and the corresponding derivation tree is root(1(0(1(e)))). This
is exactly the tree shown in Fig. 1. The output of G for this input evaluates of
course to exp(0)+(exp(s(s(0)))+0) as for the attributed tree transducer Abin .
Since the set of rule trees of a context-free grammar is recognizable (see, e.g.,
Section 3.2 of [Eng75]), every attribute grammar can be simulated by an attributed
tree transducer which takes a recognizable tree language as input.
Lemma 5.5. OUT(AG, TERMS)AT(RECOG).
Proof. Let G=(G0 , D, B, R) be an attribute grammar where G0=(N, T, S, P),
D=(T2 , 2) for some ranked alphabet 2, B=(Syn, Inh, att, a0), and R=
(R( p) | p # P). Let 7=[p | p # P] and rank7 (p )=k if p is of the form X0 
w0X1 w1X2 w2 } } } Xk wk with k0, X0 , ..., Xk # N, and w0 , ..., wk # T*. Let M=
(Q, 7, 7, S , R) be the top-down finite tree automaton with Q=[X | X # N] and R
defined as follows. For p # P of the form X0  w0 X1w1 X2w2 } } } Xk wk let the rule
X 0( p (x1 , ..., xn))  p (X 1(x1), ..., X k(xk))
be in R. Obviously, out(M ) is exactly the set of rule trees of G0 (c.f., e.g., Section 3.2
of [Eng75]). Let A=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2, a0 , root, R$) be the attributed tree transducer
defined as follows. Let p # 7(k) and let the substitution [(d, i)  d(?i) | d # Syn _ Inh,
0ik, (d, i) # outs( p)] be denoted by 3. Let dummy be an arbitrary symbol
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in 2(0). For every c(?i) # insp with c # Att, and 0ik let the rule c(?i)  ‘ be
in R$p , where
v ‘=dummy, if (c, i)  ins( p), and
v ‘=t3 if (c, i)=t is a rule in R( p).
The set R$root is defined as [a0(?)  a0(?1)] _ [b(?1)  dummy | b # Inh], where
dummy is as above.
Since G is noncircular it should be clear that A is noncircular on out(M ) and
that out(G)={A(out(M )). Since out(M ) # RECOG it follows that out(G) #
AT(RECOG). K
Finally, we can prove our main theorem; i.e., attribute grammars and attributed
tree transducers have the same term-generation power.
Theorem 5.6. OUT(AG, TERMS)=AT(RECOG)=OUT(AT).
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, OUT(AG, TERMS) is included in AT(RECOG) which is
by Lemma 5.2 equal to OUT(AT) and by Lemma 5.3 included in OUT(AG,
TERMS). K
6. A HIERARCHY FOR THE GENERATING POWER OF
ATTRIBUTED TREE TRANSDUCERS
In this section we want to show that there is a hierarchy for the classes of output
languages of attributed tree transducers with respect to the number of attributes. In
fact, the classes of output languages of ssur attributed tree transducers also form a
hierarchy with respect to the number of attributes which will be shown as well.
To prove these hierarchies we make use of the equivalence of the term-generating
power of attribute grammars and that of context-free hypergraph grammars, which
was proved in [EH92], and apply the pumping lemma for context-free hypergraph
languages by Habel and Kreowski. We assume the reader to be familiar with
[EH92] and with the pumping lemma of [HK87, Hab92]. Let us now very briefly
define the notion of context-free hypergraph grammars.
A context-free hypergraph grammar (for short, cfhg) G is a tuple (7, 2, S, P),
where 7 is a ranked alphabet, 27 is the terminal alphabet, 7&2 is the nonter-
minal alphabet, and P is a finite set of productions of the form X  H, where
X # 7&2, H is a hypergraph over 7 (see, e.g., [EH92] for a definition of hyper-
graphs) and rank7 (X )=rank(H ), where rank(H ) denotes the number of external
nodes of H. S # 7&2 is the initial nonterminal. For k # N, G is of rank k, if k is
equal to the maximum of the ranks of the nonterminals of G.
Let us only fix a few notations concerning cfhg’s, for more details cf. [EH92]. Let
G be a cfhg. In general, G generates a set L(G) of hypergraphs. If every hypergraph
in L(G) is a jungle, then G is called term-generating. By unfolding jungles in the
usual way one obtains trees. Note that by a jungle we always mean a clean jungle,
i.e., there are no nodes or hyperedges that are not needed when unfolding it (it does
not contain ‘‘garbage’’); in [EH92] this is called ‘‘clean term-generating’’. The
tree-language generated by G is denoted by TREE(G). Let k # N. The class of all
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tree languages generated by (term-generating) cfhg’s of rank less than or equal to
k is denoted by TREEk . The result of [EH92] is that OUT(AG, TERMS) is the
union of all TREEk .
Let us now give a first example of an application of the pumping lemma for con-
text-free hypergraph languages. In Theorem 4.3 of [KV94] it is shown that the tree
language [#2n: | n0] with # of rank 1 and : of rank 0, is not in the class of output
languages of so called visiting and producing attributed tree transducers. This is
proved by using their pumping lemma which is defined for the class of output
languages of such attributed tree transducers. An attributed tree transducer is
producing, if every application of a rule produces at least one new output symbol.
An attributed tree transducer is visiting, if for every input tree s and for every
node x of s, the value of at least one attribute instance of x is needed to compute
the value of the initial attribute instance at the root. From a practical point of
view these restrictions seem to be rather strong, because you may not even use
any copy-rules for attributes. For instance, the attributed tree transducer Abin of
Example 3.13 is not producing, because it contains rules that do not produce any
output symbols (i.e., copy-rules). It is not clear how the class of output languages
of visiting and producing attributed tree transducers is related to the class
OUT(AT) of output languages of (unrestricted) attributed tree transducers. In
[KV94] no statement is made on how these classes are related to each other. With
the help of the pumping lemma for context-free hypergraph languages we can show
that the language [#2 n: | n0] is not in the class of output languages of attributed
tree transducers.
Example 6.1. We want to show that Lexp=[#2
n: | n0]  OUT(AT). Assume
that Lexp is in OUT(AT), i.e., there is an attributed tree transducer A with out(A)=
Lexp . Then, by Lemma 5.3 there is an attribute grammar G with output language
Lexp . By Engelfriet and Heyker’s result (Lemma 4.1 of [EH92]) there is a term-
generating cfhg G$ such that TREE(G$)=Lexp . In fact, L(G$) contains (clean)
jungles without sharing, i.e., trees, because there cannot be sharing in monadic
trees; i.e., L(G$)=[tree(#2 n:) | n0], where tree(#2n:) is the hypergraph that
represents the tree #2n: (and thus has 2n+1 edges). Now from the fact that the
growth of the number of edges is linear for context-free hypergraph languages
(Corollary 4.5 of [HK87], which is an application of their pumping lemma), it
follows that such a grammar G$ cannot exist and therefore the attributed tree
transducer A cannot exist either.
In fact, it is already shown in [EF81] that Lexp is not in the class of path
languages of attribute grammars; of course this implies that Lexp  OUT(AG,
TERMS).
We want to prove a hierarchy of output languages of attributed tree transducers
with respect to the number of attributes. We do this by first proving a hierarchy of
tree languages generated by cfhg’s with respect to their rank.
In the following, let 7k=[a (1)1 , ..., a
(1)
k , e
(0)] and let Lk=[an1(a
n




Lemma 6.2. For every k # N, Lk # TREEk .
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Proof. For every k # N we construct a term-generating cfhg Gk=(7k , 2k , S, P),
such that TREE(Gk)=Lk , where 7k=[S (1), A(k), a (2)1 , ..., a
(2)
k , e
(1)], 2k=[a (2)1 , ...,
a(2)k , e
(1)]. For k=2m, m # N, i.e., k is even, P=[ p1 , p2 , p3], where the rules
p1 , p2 , p3 are shown in Fig. 2.
For k=2m+1, m # N, i.e., k is odd, P=[ p$1 , p$2 , p$3], where the rules p$1 , p$2 , p$3
are shown in Fig. 3.
Results of derivations by G2m and G2m+1 are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure,
undirected edges between two nodes mean that these nodes are identified. Clearly,
L(G2m)=L2m and L(G2m+1)=L2m+1 for m # N. Note that the arrangement of
the hyperedges labeled by ai ’s is chosen in correspondence with the notation used
for attribute grammars and for attributed tree transducers (that is, nodes corre-
sponding to inherited attributes are arranged on the left, and nodes corresponding
to synthesized attributes are arranged on the right). K
Lemma 6.3. For every k1, Lk  TREEk&1.
Proof. Recall the pumping lemma for context-free hypergraph languages as
stated in Theorem IV.2.3 of [Hab92]. Now, assume that Lk # TREEk&1 for a k1.
Let L$k=[tree(t) | t # Lk], where, as in Example 6.1, tree(t) is the hypergraph
representation of t. Then there is a cfhg G of rank k&1 such that L(G)=L$k . Then,
by the pumping lemma, for every sufficiently large hypergraph H, there is a parti-
tion into FIRST, LINK, and LAST, such that pumping of LINK will produce
hypergraphs in L$k . The part LINK is a hypergraph with at most k&1 external
nodes and with a special hyperedge with unique label X which is incident with at
most k&1 nodes. Also LINK is non-trivial, i.e., it contains at least one hyperedge.
But then it must contain hyperedges labeled by a1 , ..., ak because otherwise pumping
would lead to unequal numbers of edges labeled by the a1 , ..., ak . No node of
LINK can be incident with two edges labeled by distinct labels. This is true because
pumping would produce more than one such node, but in L$k there is exactly one
FIG. 2. Rules for the grammars Gk for even k’s.
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FIG. 3. Rules for the grammars Gk for odd k’s.
node for every two consecutive labels al and al+1. For the same reason every inter-
nal node which is not incident with the X-edge must be incident with exactly two
edges. Thus, for an i # [k] the edges labeled by ai form a chain which is incident
with at least two nodes that are either external or incident with the X-edge. As
argued above no node is incident with edges with distinct labels and thus there
must be at least 2k nodes that are external or incident with the X-edge. This is a
contradiction to the fact that there are at most 2k&2 such nodes, i.e., to the fact
that Lk # TREEk&1. K
Now, from Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, the following theorem is obtained.
Theorem 6.4. For every k # N, TREEk/TREEk+1.
Note that this hierarchy of tree languages generated by cfhg’s with respect to
their rank is in contrast to the hierarchy of string languages generated by cfhg’s
with respect to their rank (cf. Theorem V.4.5 of [Hab92]), which increases only
every second step. This is due to the definition of string-(hyper)graphs. That is,
FIG. 4. Results of derivations of G2m and G2m+1.
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string-graphs have, by definition, two external nodes. Thus, they are different from
the jungles that represent the monadic trees of the languages Lk , which have one
external node. This difference is comparable to the difference between the monoid
of words on an alphabet A with binary concatenation and words with right con-
catenation by letters of A. A family of cfhg’s G$k which generate string-graphs, where
the corresponding string languages are [an1a
n
2 } } } a
n
k | n # N], is very similar to the
grammars Gk constructed in Lemma 6.2. The extra external node, which is needed
by the definition of string-graphs, is needed exclusively to ‘‘hold on’’ to the end of
the string-graphs. This difference was mentioned in Theorem 6.7 of [EH91] where
it was shown that the class of string languages that can be generated by cfhg’s that
generate graph representations of strings that have two external nodes is equal to
the class of string languages that can be generated by cfhg’s that generate graph
representations of strings that are of rank zero. From the results above it follows
that by defining string-hypergraphs to have exactly one external node, a rank
hierarchy is obtained that increases at each step.
We are now ready to prove a hierarchy for the output languages of attributed
tree transducers with respect to the number of attributes.
Theorem 6.5. For every k1, OUT(ATk)/OUT(ATk+1).
Proof. (1) For every k1, Lk # OUT(ATk): Let A=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2, root,
:1 , R) be an attributed tree transducer with 7=[#(1), *(0)] and 2=[a (1)1 , ...,
a(1)k , e
(0)].
If k=2m for an m1, then Syn=[:1 , ..., :m], Inh=[;1 , ..., ;m], Rroot=
[:1(?)  :1(?1), ;m(?1)  e] _ [; j(?1)  :j+1(?1) | j # [m&1]], R#=[:j (?) 
a2j&1(: j (?1)) | j # [m]] _ [;j (?1)  a2j (; j (?)) | j # [m]], and R*=[:j (?) 
;j (?) | j # [m]].
If k=2m+1 for an m # N, then Syn=[:1 , ..., :m+1], Inh=[;1 , ..., ;m], Rroot=
[:1(?):1(?1)]_[;j (?1):j+1(?1) | j # [m]], R#=[:j(?)a2j&1(:j (?1)) | j # [m+1]]
_ [; j (?1)  a2j (;j (?)) | j # [m]], and R*=[:m+1(?)  e] _ [:j (?)  ; j (?) |
j # [m]].
The attributed tree transducer A works similar to the cfhg Gk defined in the
proof of Lemma 6.2. It should be clear that out(A)=Lk .
(2) For every k1, Lk  OUT(ATk&1): Assume that Lk # OUT(ATk&1).
Then by Lemma 5.3 there is an attribute grammar G$k with out(G$k , TERMS)=Lk .
The number of attributes of G$k is equal to k&1, because the construction in the
proof of Lemma 5.3 preserves the number of attributes. It then follows from the
construction of Lemma 4.1 of [EH92] that there is a term-generating cfhg G$ of
rank k&1 with TREE(G$)=Lk ; i.e., Lk # TREEk&1 . However, by Lemma 6.3 this
is not true, which contradicts our assumption. K
In [EF81] it is shown that the classes of output languages of n-visit attribute
grammars form a proper hierarchy with respect to n. An attribute grammar
(attributed tree transducer, respectively) is n-visit, if its attributes can be evaluated
by a walk through the derivation tree (input tree, respectively) in such a way that
each subtree is visited at most n times. There seems to be a connection between the
number n of visits of an attributed tree transducer A and the number k of attributes
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of A. For instance, a subtree need not be visited more than k times. If the output
alphabet is monadic, then the class of translations realized by n-visit attributed tree
transducers is clearly included in AT2n , because in each visit at most 2 attributes
can be evaluated. However, for nonmonadic output alphabets there seems to be no
connection between the number of visits and the number of attributes, as can be
seen as follows. Consider the language Lfork=[$(am1 (e), a
m
2 (e), ..., a
m
k (e)) | m0],
where $ is a symbol of rank k, a1 , ..., ak are symbols of rank 1, and e is a symbol
of rank 0. This language can be generated by an attributed tree transducer with k
synthesized attributes and no inherited attributes. However, it seems that it cannot
be generated by an attributed tree transducer with less than k attributes (cf.
[Ku h97b], where this result is proved for producing attributed tree transducers).
On the other hand, Lfork can clearly be generated by a 1-visit attributed tree trans-
ducer.
Let us now shortly discuss the relationship between the generating power of ssur
attributed tree transducers and that of (unrestricted) attributed tree transducers.
The ssur property for attributed tree transducers is defined similar to the original
definition by Ganzinger, only that we allow that every outside attribute may be
used at most once instead of his exactly once restriction. This was already discussed
in Section 2.3 of [Gie88]. In [Ku h97a] ssur was defined in this way for various
types of tree transducers and in particular for attributed tree transducers. It is also
shown there that the composition results of [Gan83, Gie88] mentioned in the
beginning of Section 5 still hold. More formally, an attributed tree transducer A=
(Syn, Inh, 7, 2, root, a0 , R) is syntactic single used restricted if for every _ # 7,
c(?j) # outs_ , and r1 , r2 # R_ the following implication holds. If rhs(r1)u1=
rhs(r2)u2=c(?j) for some u1 # O(rhs(r1)) and u2 # O(rhs(r2)), then r1=r2 and
u1=u2 . The class of translations that can be realized by ssur attributed tree trans-
ducers is denoted by ssur-AT and for a k # N the class of translations that can be
realized by ssur attributed tree transducers with at most k attributes is denoted by
ssur-ATk .
The attributed tree transducer A defined in the proof of Theorem 6.5 has the ssur
property; i.e., Lk # OUT(ssur-ATk). Thus, the output languages of ssur attributed
tree transducers also form a hierarchy with respect to the number of attributes;
i.e., OUT(ssur-ATk)/OUT(ssur-ATk+1) for k # N.
Lemma 6.6. OUT(AT1)&OUT(ssur-AT){<
Proof. Let A=(Syn, Inh, 7, 2, root, a, R) be the attributed tree transducer with
Syn=[a], Inh=<, 7=[#(1), :(0)], 2=[_ (2), : (0)], Rroot=[a(?)  a(?1)], R#=
[a(?)  _(a(?1), a(?1))], and R:=[a(?)  :]. Then out(A) is the set B of all full
binary trees over 2. Since |Syn _ Inh|=1, B # OUT(AT1).
Let us now show that B  OUT(ssur-AT ). Consider the attributed tree trans-
ducer Ayield=([a], [b], [_ (2), :(0)], [#(1), :(0)], root, a, R) with Rroot=[a(?) 
a(?1), b(?1)  :], R_=[a(?)  a(?2), b(?1)  b(?), b(?2)  a(?1)], and R:=
[a(?)  #(b(?))]. Then Ayield computes the yield, i.e., the frontier of a binary tree.
More precisely, for an input tree s with n leaves {Ayield (s)=#
n:. Now assume that
there is an ssur attributed tree transducer A with out(A)=B. Then by the composition
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FIG. 5. A Hasse diagram for the generating power of attributed tree transducers.
result of [Gie88] mentioned in the beginning of Section 5, {A b {Ayield # AT. Now
ran({A b {Ayield)=[#
2n: | n0]=Lexp . But this contradicts the fact that Lexp 
OUT(AT), which was shown in Example 6.1 and therefore contradicts the assumption
that there is an ssur attributed tree transducer A with out(A)=B. K
By Lemma 6.6 it follows that the diagram shown in Fig. 5 is a Hasse diagram.
Theorem 6.7. Figure 5 is a Hasse diagram.
7. FURTHER RESEARCH TOPICS
In [KM] we want to investigate how the two pumping lemmas, the one for con-
text-free hypergraph languages [HK87, Hab92] and the one for output languages
of (restricted) attributed tree transducers [KV94] are related to each other. Maybe
through this investigation it will become clear how the class of output languages of
visiting and producing attributed tree transducers is related to the class of output
languages of attributed tree transducers.
The proof of Theorem 6.5 also shows that the term-generating power of attribute
grammars forms a hierarchy with respect to the number of attributes. It would be
interesting to know the precise relationship between OUT(ATk) and OUT(AGk ,
TERMS), where OUT(AGk , TERMS) denotes the class of tree languages that can
be generated by attribute grammars with at most k attributes. By Lemma 5.3,
OUT(ATk)OUT(AGk , TERMS). From Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5 it follows that
OUT(AGs, i, n , TERMS)OUT(ATs } n, i), where OUT(AGs, i, n , TERMS) is the class
of output languages of (term-generating) attribute grammars with at most s syn-
thesized attributes, at most i inherited attributes, and at most n nonterminals in the
underlying context-free grammar and OUT(ATs } n, i) is the class of output languages
of attributed tree transducers with at most s } n synthesized attributes and at most
i inherited attributes. For the other direction of this inclusion the size of the input
alphabet is important; however, it seems that the results of this paper are not
sufficient to make more precise statements about this relationship.
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